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Statistics Estonia guarantees the full protection of data submitted.

A field with a grey background has been automatically filled online. The data in this field cannot be changed, they are visible after saving.
Mandatory fields in the questionnaire are marked with a red asterisk.

CONTROLS

Controls in table 1. GOODS MANUFACTURED AND SOLD, AND INDUSTRIAL SERVICES PROVIDED DURING THE REFERENCE YEAR

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

1756 {IND_103}>={IND_105} Inconsistent data: column 5 cannot be smaller than column 7. Error
1757 KUI({IND_104}>0), SIIS({IND_103}>={IND_104}) Inconsistent data: column 5 cannot be smaller than column 6. Error
1991 KUI({IND_104}>0), SIIS({IND_104}<={IND_103}) Inconsistent data: column 6 cannot be larger than column 5. Error
1992 {IND_105}<={IND_103} Inconsistent data: column 7 cannot be larger than column 5. Error
3820 ({IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0) VÕI ({IND_101}=0 JA

{IND_102}=0)
Empty field: column 3 is empty. Please check. If everything is correct, confirm the report. Warning

12309 KUI({IND_103}>0), SIIS({IND_102}>0) Empty field. If column 5 has been filled in, column 4 must also be filled in. Please check. If everything is
correct, confirm the report.

Warning

20667 KUI({IND_1A}=11011020022),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA
{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)

If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011020022), the value of cost is
indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product
11011020002.

Error

20668 KUI({IND_1A}=11011020002),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measure is thousand dal (product code 11011020002), the cost must be higher than 0. Error
20669 KUI({IND_1A}=11011030036),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA

{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)
If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011030036), then the value of
cost is indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at
product 11011030003.

Error

20670 KUI({IND_1A}=11011030003),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is thousand dal (product code 11011030003), the cost must be higher than 0. Error
20671 KUI({IND_1A}=11011040040),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA

{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)
If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011040040), the value of cost is
indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product
11011040004.

Error

20672 KUI({IND_1A}=11011040004),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is thousand dal (product code 11011040004), the cost must be larger ( higher)
than 0.

Error

20673 KUI({IND_1A}=11011050037),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA
{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)

If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011050037), the value of cost is
indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product
11011050005.

Error

20674 KUI({IND_1A}=11011050005),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is thousand dal (product code 11011050005), the cost must be higher than 0. Error
20675 KUI({IND_1A}=11011063038),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011063038), the value of cost is Error
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{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0) indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product
11011063006.

20676 KUI({IND_1A}=11011063006),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is thousand dal (product code 11011063006), the cost must be higher than 0. Error
20677 KUI({IND_1A}=11011065041),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA

{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)
If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011065041), the value of cost is
indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product
11011065007.

Error

20678 KUI({IND_1A}=11011065007),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is thousand dal (product code 11011065007), the cost must be higher than 0. Error
20679 KUI({IND_1A}=11011070011),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA

{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)
If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011070011), the value of cost is
indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product
11011070010.

Error

20680 KUI({IND_1A}=11011070010),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is thousand dal (product code 11011070010), the cost must be higher than 0. Error
20681 KUI({IND_1A}=11011080039),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA

{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)
If the unit of measurement is a litre of pure (100%) alcohol (product code 11011080039), the value of cost is
indicated as 0 (to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product
11011080008.

Error

20682 KUI({IND_1A}=11011080008),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is thousand dal (product code 11011080008), the cost must be higher than 0. Error
20683 KUI({IND_1A}=16232000097),SIIS({IND_103}=0 JA

{IND_101}>0 JA {IND_102}>0)
If the unit of measurement is thousand m² (product code 16232000097), the value of cost is indicated as 0
(to avoid double cost) and columns 3 and 4 must be filled in. The cost is indicated at product 16232000096.

Error

20684 KUI({IND_1A}=16232000096),SIIS({IND_103}>0) If the unit of measurement is euros (product code 16232000096), the cost must be filled in. Error

Controls in table 2. TIME SPENT ON FILLING OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

20335 {TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}<=59 Maximum permitted value is 59 minutes. Time exceeding 60 minutes shall be indicated in hours and
minutes.

Error

20336 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}+{TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}>0 The time spent on filling in the questionnaire must be recorded and the sum of hours and minutes must be
more than 0. The time spent means time spent by all employees to read questionnaire instructions, collect
and prepare data and fill in the questionnaire.

Error

20337 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}<=999 Maximum permitted value is 999 hours. Error

AUTOSUMS

Autosums in table 1. GOODS MANUFACTURED AND SOLD, AND INDUSTRIAL SERVICES PROVIDED DURING THE REFERENCE YEAR

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
{IND_103}/{IND_102}

Autosums in table Prefilling to questionnaire EKOMAR

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
Cost of production sold to
non-residents from the cost
of sold production or
provided service sold in
sales price – scheme 1

Indicator {$IND_104}

Cost of production sold to
non-residents from the cost
of sold production or

Indicator {$IND_104}
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provided service sold in
sales price – scheme 2
Cost of sold production or
provided services in sales
price - scheme 1

Indicator {$IND_103}

Cost of sold production or
provided services in sales
price - scheme 2

Indicator {$IND_105}


